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Abstract—Innovation in gateways for data gathering sensor
networks has lagged compared to advances in mote-class devices,
leaving us with a limited set of options for deploying such systems.
In this paper we outline the system design of a gateway that
meets the hardware and software demands of data gathering
networks and present a prototype implementation of this design
using the popular Stargate platform. The gateway communicates
with the back-end servers through a periodic query-response
protocol which is robust to connectivity outages. Commands
from the back-end servers instruct the gateway to wake up the
sensor network, perform bulk data downloads, and finally upload
the collected measurements to a remote server. We investigate
mechanisms to minimize energy consumption at the gateway
including completely powering it off in between query intervals
and batching data uploads. While we ground our design using the
Stargate device and evaluate its power consumption using differ-
ent long-haul radios, we present several platforms which could
become viable alternatives in terms of their cost/performance
ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is considerably easier to develop and deploy a wireless
sensor network (WSN) application today than it was a few
years ago. This is mainly due to the wide availability of
mote hardware (e.g., [3], [24]) and open source programming
frameworks (e.g., [1], [7], [13]).

There is however a missing piece in this otherwise encour-
aging trend. What we still lack are software and hardware
platforms for WSN gateways that are as easy to use and deploy
as those that we have for motes. While some solutions do
exist (e.g., [4]), integrating them to an application requires
significant effort. One needs to develop custom software for
the gateway to communicate with the back-end servers as
well as the sensor network. Furthermore, deploying such a
gateway requires special energy sources, such as rechargeable
batteries coupled with solar panels, that increase the cost and
complicate the deployment and maintenance of the network.

We present an attempt to resolve this predicament. Specif-
ically: (1) we describe an extensible software framework for
WSN gateways with the necessary features for connecting
WSN applications to back-end servers. While we ground our
design using an environmental monitoring application we de-
veloped, the software can be easily modified to accommodate
other applications. (2) We present a battery-operated mote
gateway based on the Stargate platform coupled with addi-
tional hardware that regulates its long term power consump-

tion. As part of this effort we measure the power consumption
of the system under various usage scenarios including the
use of different long-haul radios (Wi-Fi and cellular modem).
Moreover, we present examples of the expected lifetime of
such a gateway when its main purpose is to upload data
collected by the sensor network. (3) Finally, while the current
instantiation uses the Stargate gateway platform, we survey
the field of hardware and software alternatives. We do so
because in many ways the Stargate is not the ideal platform
for low-cost, low-power deployments. It is more expensive
compared to other hardware components and the complexity
of embedded Linux complicates low-power implementations.

We found that, for the combination of hardware we used,
completely powering off the gateway is more efficient than
putting it in deep-sleep mode if the inactivity time is larger
than ∼200-300 seconds, depending on the long haul radio
used. While cellular modems offer the flexibility of deploying
WSNs anywhere there is cellphone coverage, they do so
at a considerable cost. Specifically, we found that the 3G
cellular radio we use consumes 4-13 times more energy than
an 802.11b card to upload the same amount of data. This
difference is due to the lower bandwidth of the cellular
modem, the higher current it draws, and the longer time
required to establish a link. Finally, we estimated that gateways
that are powered by high capacity D-cell batteries and use the
proposed techniques, can operate uninterrupted up to multiple
years depending on the network’s data acquisition rate.

This paper has six sections. In Section II we review envi-
ronmental monitoring networks and outline one architecture
for building such networks. Section III presents the gateway’s
system architecture, while in Section IV we evaluate the power
consumption of the proposed architecture. Finally, we outline
potential hardware and software alternatives in Section V and
conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. WSN Gateway Requirements

The research community has deployed over the past few
years various wireless sensor networks serving applications
that range from environmental monitoring [26], to structural
health monitoring [32], and condition-based maintenance [29].
A common requirement among all these data gathering net-
works is the need for one or more gateways to connect the



WSNs with their remote users. This need is amplified by the
observation that most deployments are in remote locations with
no wired Internet connectivity.

Data gathering gateways perform common tasks: (1) trans-
fer WSN measurements to remote users, (2) transmit user
commands and code updates to one or more of the net-
work’s motes, (3) alert the network administrators of potential
network faults. This functional commonality suggests the
possibility of designing a common gateway platform. Equally
important is the ability of the gateway to consume little energy,
a feature which will benefit all deployments.

B. Data Gathering WSN Architectures

The centrality of data gathering in WSN applications has
motivated the development of a number of network architec-
tures for this type of application [2], [22], [28], [31]. Most
of these architectures stream sensor-collected measurements
to the gateway over a multi-hop routing tree, persistently
maintained by the network’s motes. However, Dutta et al. [8]
recently suggested that decoupling measurement acquisition
and delivery can reduce the network’s energy consumption.
Having independently reached the same conclusion, we de-
veloped Koala, a data gathering architecture that can achieve
permille (.1%) duty cycles for non-real time data gathering
environmental monitoring WSNs [25].

The intuition behind Koala is that routing state maintenance
unduly increases the application’s energy overhead, because
nodes need to periodically exchange messages to discover and
computer the tree’s paths. Instead, Koala keeps the network
disconnected most of the time. When the gateway must collect
measurements, it wakes up the network’s nodes and constructs
routing paths to reliably extract all the collected data. A side
effect of this architecture is that the gateway itself does not
need to be always on, further reducing its energy consumption.

C. An example: Life Under Your Feet

Life Under Your Feet (LUYF) [26], an ongoing research
project whose aim is to measure various soil parameters, air
temperature, air humidity and light intensity, provides the
motivation for this work. Counting timestamps, each LUYF
mote generates 24 bytes per measurement sample. Motes
generate samples once per minute and store them in their local
flash until the gateway extracts them through a reliable transfer
protocol built using Koala.

The following section elaborates on the design of a gateway
that could fulfill the needs of a project like LUYF which is
using the Koala architecture.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We consider a multi-tier WSN architecture with one or more
mote patches, each with multiple sensing motes. Moreover,
every deployment contains one or more gateways that connect
these patches to remote users. Gateways include long-haul
radios (e.g., Wi-Fi, or cellular data radios (GPRS, EDGE,
HSDPA, 1xRTT, EVDO)) used to communicate with back-end
servers and a radio to communicate with the WSN, potentially
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the connection between the PowerNut power control
device and the Stargate gateway.

provided by a mote directly connected to the gateway. Finally,
back-end servers store the data generated by the networks and
provide a management interface to the end-users.

A. Hardware Platform

A survey of the recent research literature suggests that the
Stargate gateway [4] is a popular hardware platform for WSN
gateways (e.g., [11], [27], [28], among others). While other
viable platforms do exist, we selected to ground our design
on the Stargate given its popularity and its wide availability.

The Stargate is a single board computer with a 400 MHz
32-bit PXA255 XScale processor, running embedded Linux. It
has 32MB of Flash memory and 64MB of SDRAM. Cellular
and 802.11 radios can be connected to the gateway’s CF
and PCMCIA connectors. A separate daughter card provides
Ethernet, RS-232, and USB ports as well as an AC power
supply. Finally, MicaZ and Mica2 motes can be directly
connected to the Stargate, providing connectivity to WSNs
with different mote radios. The processor offers two low power
modes: an idle mode, in which the core clocks stop when the
processor is inactive and resume through an interrupt, and a
sleep mode, in which all processor and peripheral clocks are
disabled, except the Real Time Clock (RTC). The SDRAM is
placed into self-refresh mode in order to preserve pin states
and interrupts are ignored. The system returns to the normal
mode via a wake up event, scheduled before going to sleep.
We hereafter refer to this second mode as deep-sleep.

As Section IV-A shows, the Stargate draws significant
current even in deep-sleep mode (∼6-60 mA, depending on
the connected peripherals). This means that in order to support
long-term deployments large and/or rechargeable batteries
coupled with solar panels must be used. Indeed, this is the
approach taken by most of the deployments that have used the
Stargate up to this date. Since we are interested in gateway
designs that use smaller (e.g., D-cell) batteries, we investigate
a different operating mode. Specifically, we use a power
controlling device to completely power off the gateway when it
is not in use. We employ the PowerNut power controller [20],
which provides voltage to a downstream device and has the
ability to cut the power for a configurable amount of time,
upon receiving a command from a controller (in this case
the gateway itself). Figure 1 depicts the physical connection
between the two devices, while the communication between
the controller and the gateway follows a simple serial protocol.

We measured the PowerNut’s consumption, when the down-
stream device is turned off, to be 180 µA in the worst case (58-
100 µA typical). Because the gateway consumes no energy in
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Fig. 2. The gateway’s normal operation cycle.

this state and the PowerNut itself consumes very little energy,
this solution is more efficient than putting the gateway to
deep-sleep mode. On the other hand, the gateway must go
through its boot process every time power is restored. This
boot sequence, including loading the operating system, can
take tens of seconds. Section IV explores the trade-off between
powering off the gateway and using its deep-sleep mode.

B. Software Design

Figure 2 depicts the gateway’s cycle of operations. After
the power controller restores power and the boot sequence
completes, the gateway attempts to establish an uplink to
the back-end server. Communication between the gateway
and the back-end server follows a query-response protocol,
in which the Stargate polls the back-end server to retrieve
new commands and subsequently reports the results of the
commands’ execution. We selected this interaction paradigm
because it affords the gateway to turn itself off in between
queries and allows it to use different IP addresses across
queries. This is important because long-haul radios might
receive different IP addresses over time, for example when
using DHCP. We choose HTTP as the underlying communica-
tion protocol, because it follows the query-response paradigm
described above and supports authentication and encryption.

The back-end server transmits two main types of commands:
(1) uploading the previous round of measurements downloaded
from the WSN and (2) downloading the next round of mea-
surements from the WSN. Because both operations require
significant time, the gateway performs them in parallel to
minimize the time it is active. Once the upload operation com-
pletes, the gateway disables the uplink interface to minimize
energy consumption. If the gateway fails to establish a link
to the back-end server, it only performs the local download
from the WSN. Another special situation occurs when the
gateway fails to turn itself off, due to a malfunction of the
power controller. In this case, the gateway informs the back-
end server of this failure so maintenance can be scheduled.

In addition to the data download operations, the gateway
supports the following commands:

1) TIME <curtime>
The system clock of many gateway platforms, including
the Stargate, is reset to 00:00:00 01/01/1970 (also known
as the epoch in Unix nomenclature) when the unit
is powered down. This command allows the back-end
server to update the gateway’s clock to curtime.

2) SLEEP <seconds>

This command specifies the number of seconds that the
gateway should go to sleep at the end of the current
activity period. The gateway uses this value to set the
time period for deep-sleep or to configure the amount
of time the PowerNut power controller will disconnect
the power from the gateway itself.

3) REPORT <count>
This command specifies the number of operation cycles
after which the gateway must connect to the back-end
server to refresh its command file and to return the data
it has collected.

4) SEND_LOG
This command is used for debugging and requests the
gateway to upload its log file. The log file contains a his-
tory of the gateway’s actions, including the connections
to the back-end server (including failed attempts).

5) UPDATE <file_location> wsn|gw
This command replaces the current binary run-
ning on the gateway, or the WSN motes, where
file_location specifies the new file as an FTP or
HTTP URL.

Figure 3 presents a sample gateway log from a simple
session with the back-end server. The first line of the log
shows the HTTP GET request for the command file, followed
by the server’s response. This is followed by the HTTP POST
query for uploading a 10 KB file with measurements collected
from the network to the back-end server. The session ends
with the gateway transitioning to the deep-sleep mode for
18,000 seconds, as instructed by the back-end server through
the command file.

C. WSN Interface

There are two types of interaction between the gateway
and the WSN: downloading data from the network’s motes
and reprogramming the motes. We use Koala [25] for the
first operation, while the second is accomplished by invoking
protocols such as Deluge [6] and Typhoon [21]. In both
cases the communication between the gateway and the mote
directly connected to it follows the standard TinyOS serial
communication protocol [12].

D. Long Haul Connectivity

We consider two alternatives for providing long haul con-
nectivity: Wi-Fi and cellular data radios. The advantage of
using a Wi-Fi radio is that Wi-Fi networks are available in
many urban areas. On the other hand, cellular data networks,
while offering slower data rates at significantly higher cost,



1 bs_get_data: 64 bytes sent
2 bs_get_data: 198 bytes received
3 HTTP/1.1 200 OK
4 Date: Mon, 05 Mar 2007 00:57:02 GMT
5 Server: Apache/2.0.52 (Red Hat)
6 Connection: close
7 Content-Type: text/plain
8
9 TIME 2007-03-04 19:57:02.579513
10 SLEEP 18000
11 REPORT 1
12
13 -----
14 POST /˜stargate/motemonitor/results.py HTTP/1.0
15 HOST: polarbear.isi.jhu.edu:80
16 Content-type: multipart/form-data; boundary=---------------------------1358580979

16243791492128236579
17 Content-Length: 10840
18
19 -----------------------------135858097916243791492128236579
20 Content-Disposition: form-data; name="results";

filename="2007-03-04 19:57:02.579513"
21 Content-Type: application/octet-stream

[ ... binary data skipped here ... ]

22 -----------------------------135858097916243791492128236579
23 Content-Disposition: form-data; name="submit"
24
25 Submit
26 -----------------------------135858097916243791492128236579--
27
28 -----
29 bs_post_data response: HTTP/1.1 200 OK
30 Date: Mon, 05 Mar 2007 00:57:02 GMT
31 Server: Apache/2.0.52 (Red Hat)
32 Connection: close
33 Content-Type: text/html

[ ... server response skipped here ...]

34 bs_send_data: 10792 bytes sent
35 deep sleeping... bye-bye...

Fig. 3. Sample log of a session between the gateway and the back-end
server: request command file via HTTP GET (line 1), server response (lines
2-12), data file upload via HTTP POST (lines 13-28), server response (lines
29-34), enter deep-sleep mode (line 35).

have much wider coverage. In addition to network availability
and link capacity, one must consider the power consumption
of these radios. In Section IV we evaluate two radios from this
perspective, an AmbiCom 802.11b WL1100 CF card with a
maximum output power of 20 mW, and the Sierra Wireless
AirCard 860 HSDPA PCMCIA card.

IV. EVALUATION

This section answers three questions: (1) when is it prefer-
able to power off the gateway as opposed to using deep-sleep
mode, (2) which long haul connectivity method offers higher
energy efficiency for sending the same amount of data and,
(3) what is the expected lifetime of a battery-operated gateway.

In all cases, we measure energy consumption in terms of
the current drawn by the gateway when it is powered by a
regulated 5 V voltage source. Current drawn is measured by
recording the voltage drop over a 5% precision 1 Ω resistor
connected in series with the whole system.

A. Deep-sleep vs. Power-off Mode

We first measure the current the gateway draws when it is
in deep-sleep mode. As the first column of Table I indicates,
the average current consumption is 6.28 mA with no attached
cards. Adding the Wi-Fi card increases this value to 22.93 mA
while the addition of the 3G card increases the current to
an average of 41.81 mA. The daughter-board is even more
power-hungry, requiring 62.78 mA even with no attached USB
devices. The table also includes energy consumption figures
during normal operation with active and inactive long-haul

State Deep-sleep Active (mA)
(mA) Net up Net down

with DB, no cards 62.78 - 144.28
without DB, no cards 6.28 - 82.56
without DB, Wi-Fi card 22.93 306.14 101.98
without DB, 3G card 41.81 247.48 123.42

TABLE I
CURRENT DRAW FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF LONG-HAUL RADIOS,

WITH AND WITHOUT THE STARGATE DAUGHTER-BOARD (DB).

Configuration Time (s) Average Current (mA)

with DB, no cards 34.70 267.66
without DB, no cards 34.29 176.37
without DB, Wi-Fi card 35.30 202.94
without DB, 3G card 35.29 279.51

TABLE II
DURATION AND CURRENT DRAW DURING THE BOOT SEQUENCE.

radios. The time to enter and resume from the deep-sleep
mode also varies depending on the configuration, ranging from
0.51 seconds with no attached cards, to 2.19 seconds with
the Wi-Fi and 2.97 seconds with the 3G card. These figures
indicate that even though the Stargate can quickly resume from
deep-sleep mode, its consumption in that state is prohibitively
high when low duty cycles are used.

In order to evaluate when operating in deep-sleep mode
is more efficient than powering off the device, we must
also measure how much energy is consumed during the boot
sequence. Even though, as Table II suggests, the time to
boot is similar across all configurations, the 3G card draws
more current on the average (279 mA) than the Wi-Fi card
(202 mA).

We can now answer to the first question by comparing
the average current the gateway draws as a function of the
inactivity time. We define inactivity time as the time that the
device is in deep-sleep mode in one case and the time that the
device is turned off and is booting otherwise.

Figure 4 presents this trade-off pictorially. It is easy to see
that the average current consumption in deep-sleep mode is
not a function of the length of the inactivity period. On the
other hand, average current drawn in the power-off mode is a
decreasing function of the inactivity time, as current is drawn
only during the boot sequence, while consumption is otherwise
almost zero (the PowerNut switch consumes at most 180 µA).

Figure 5 presents an alternative view of the trade-off by
presenting the total energy consumption, again, as a function
of the inactivity time. The energy costs corresponding to the
power-off mode are now constant, determined only by the
energy used to boot the device, while the values for the deep-
sleep mode increase linearly with the inactivity time. This
makes the power-off mode preferable when low duty cycles
are desired. Specifically, the Stargate can stay in deep-sleep
mode up to 16.5 minutes when no cards are attached to it
(point C), after which it is preferable to use the power-off
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solution. While this case is not realistic we include it as a
model of an ideal PCMCIA/CF card that consumes no energy
when not in use. When the Wi-Fi card is used, putting the
device in deep-sleep mode consumes less power only when
the inactivity time is less than 314 seconds (point B), while for
the 3G card the time is approximately 236 seconds (point A).
Note that the inactivity time must be greater than 35 seconds
in the power-off mode, as this is the device boot time.

B. Energy Efficiency of Long-haul Radios

To answer the second question, we measure the amount of
energy consumed during the transfer of files with sizes ranging
from 100 KB to 1 MB, calculated as the product of current
drawn multiplied by time required to perform the transfer. We
consider the scenario in which the gateway is required to wake-
up and transfer a file. Thus, the energy expenditure includes
the energy used during the boot process when the power-off
mode is used.

The total transfer time consists of the actual transfer time
plus the time required to activate the interface and establish
the network connection. That is, the time necessary to setup
a PPP dial-up connection for the 3G card (which, in our
experiments ranged from a few seconds to tens of seconds) or
the time to acquire an IP address using DHCP, for the Wi-Fi
card (< 1 sec.). Figure 6 shows the total energy consumption
required in each case, averaged over five runs. In addition,
Table III presents the average transfer time and the relative
energy efficiency of the two radios. Our results suggest that
the system consumes much less energy using the Wi-Fi card
(about 1.2 mAh in deep-sleep mode and 3.8 mAh in power-off
mode for a 1 MB file) compared to using the 3G card (about
16 mAh in both modes).

The difference between Wi-Fi and 3G is visible in both
deep-sleep and power-off modes. This is because setting up the
PPP connection is considerably slower compared to acquiring
an IP with DHCP, but also because the 3G cellular connection
is significantly slower than 802.11b. Concentrating on the
results from the 3G radio, the difference between the deep-
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sleep and the power-off modes decreases as the file size
increases, to the point that for a 1 MB file, there is, on
average, almost no difference (173 seconds and 175 seconds
respectively). The reason is that the time required for the boot
process is combined with larger and highly variable time of the
PPP connection establishment (the standard deviation of the
overall time is 15 seconds). On the other hand, the difference
between the deep-sleep and power-off modes persists across
all data sizes for the Wi-Fi radio: the total time is 14 seconds
on average when the deep-sleep mode is used and 53 seconds
in the power-off mode. Nonetheless, because we are interested
in low duty cycles (i.e., long inactivity times), as the results
from the previous section indicate, powering off the gateway
is more efficient than using the deep-sleep mode even when
download times are included.

Figure 7 illustrates the current drawn during the transfer of
a 1 MB file when using the 3G card in the power-off mode.
Section A corresponds to the boot sequence after the Stargate
is powered on, section B corresponds to the operating system
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loading, PPP dial-up connection is set in section C, followed
in section D by the actual transfer, and a short section E in
which the connection is terminated. Figure 8 presents the same
stages when the Wi-Fi card is used.

C. Lifetime Estimation

We can now estimate the lifetime of a battery-operated
gateway for each of the four configurations (deep-sleep/power-
off mode with Wi-Fi/3G radio).

To do so, we consider a WSN of N = 25 motes, each with
storage capacity of M bytes. Each mote generates measure-
ments at a rate of B bytes/min. We assume that there are no
latency requirements in delivering the measurements to the
back-end server so the only constraint is to offload the data
before the motes overflow their local storage. Therefore, the
gateway must retrieve the motes’ measurements after each of
the motes has collected α · M , (α ≤ 1) bytes of data. For
example, when α = 0.25, the gateway must collect 256 KB
of data from each mote (6.25 MB in total), approximately
every 10 days when the data generation rate B = 18 bytes/min
and approximately every day if B =180 bytes/min. Table IV
provides a list of all the model’s parameters.

To estimate the gateway’s expected lifetime, we must com-
pute its total energy consumption over time. This quantity is
the sum of three factors: (1) the energy consumption while the
gateway is sleeping (either in deep-sleep or power-off mode),
(2) the consumption when the gateway is actively collecting
mote data, and (3) the consumption while the gateway uploads
data to the back-end server. We estimate each of these three
factors next.

a) Energy consumption in sleep mode: In deep-sleep, the
gateway draws constant current of 23 mA with the Wi-Fi card
and almost double the current (42 mA) with the 3G card. On
the other hand, when the gateway is turned off the only current
drawn is by the power controller (∼180 µA).

b) Energy consumed to retrieve WSN data: Figure 9
indicates the amount of time required to reliably download the
measurements from all of the network’s motes, as a function
of the per-mote data that the gateway downloads [25]. We
derive the energy consumption by multiplying the download
time by the current drawn by the gateway when the long-
haul interfaced is down (102 mA for Wi-Fi and 124 mA for
3G). Note that connectivity to the WSN is provided by a
mote that is directly connected to the gateway and is powered
independently.

c) Energy consumed to upload data: Finally, as Figure 6
indicates, this amount is a linear function of the total amount of
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data uploaded to the back-end server. Note that in the power-
off configuration this energy includes the cost of booting the
gateway (cf. Sec.IV-B).

We combine the three factors to derive the results shown in
Figures 10 and 11. These figures show the cumulative energy
consumption as a function of time in deep-sleep and power-off
modes for both long-haul radios, when the gateway downloads
data every one and every ten days respectively. Based on
these consumption rates, we estimate gateway lifetimes in two
scenarios. First when the gateway is powered by standard AA-
cell lithium batteries with a capacity of 3,000 mAh and second
when the gateway is powered by special Lithium Thionyl
Chloride batteries with 19,000 mAh of capacity [30]. Table V
presents the expected gateway lifetimes in both scenarios.

It is evident that considerable energy is consumed in deep-
sleep mode, preventing the gateway from completing even a
single cycle of operation with the 3,000 mAh battery, when
data is collected every ten days. On the other hand, when
the gateway operates in power-off mode and motes generate
18 bytes/min, it can last for 293 days with the Wi-Fi radio
and 171 days with the 3G radio using a 3,000 mAh battery.
Furthermore, the 19,000 mAh battery extends the gateway’s
lifetime to 5 years and 2.96 years, respectively. Even at the
higher data generation rate of 180 bytes/min, the gateway
can operate uninterrupted for 137-300 days when the larger
battery is used. These results are very encouraging because
they indicate that powering data gathering gateways through



Deep-sleep Power-off
Wi-Fi 3G Wi-Fi 3G

Size mAh s mAh/MB mAh s mAh/MB mAh s mAh/MB mAh s mAh/MB

100KB 0.58 7.3 5.91 3.66 40.7 37.48 2.63 38.7 26.89 5.52 62.9 56.53
250KB 0.82 9.9 3.36 6.45 68.9 26.41 3.07 44.7 12.58 7.81 87.1 32.00
500KB 0.91 10.9 1.86 9.51 106.9 19.47 3.29 46.7 6.73 10.85 116.8 22.23
750KB 1.20 14.0 1.64 13.10 137.9 17.89 4.39 58.8 6.00 12.3 131.9 16.79
1MB 1.29 14.4 1.32 16.06 173.2 16.44 3.89 53.1 3.99 16.75 174.5 17.16

TABLE III
AMOUNT OF TIME AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT FILE SIZES, USING THE WI-FI AND 3G RADIOS.

Parameter Description Value

N number of WSN nodes 25
α storage threshold 0.25
M mote storage capacity 1 MB
B1 data generation rate 18 bytes/min
B2 data generation rate 180 bytes/min

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS USED IN THE LIFETIME ESTIMATION MODEL.

Setup 3,000 mAh 19,000 mAh
days data days data

data collected once every 10 days

Wi-Fi - deep-sleep 5.41 0 34.20 18.75 MB
3G - deep-sleep 2.95 0 18.75 6.25 MB
Wi-Fi - power-off 293.16 175 M 1860.79 1143.75 MB
3G - power-off 171.83 100 M 1071.95 656.25 MB

data collected once every 1 day

Wi-Fi - deep-sleep 5 25 M 31.54 193.75 MB
3G - deep-sleep 2.66 12.50 M 16.58 100 MB
Wi-Fi - power-off 47.45 287.50 M 300.29 1850 MB
3G - power-off 22.16 131.25 M 137.45 843.75 MB

TABLE V
LIFETIME ESTIMATES UNDER DIFFERENT OPERATING MODES WITH THE

WI-FI AND 3G RADIOS.

small batteries is indeed feasible.

V. ALTERNATIVES

Even though the Stargate is a viable gateway platform, it
has a number of shortcomings. The most important one is
high energy consumption: even in its deepest sleep mode the
device consumes enough power to preclude long deployments
using batteries. Other issues include long boot time, lack of
hardware schematics, and high cost.

Considering these limitations, we present alternative solu-
tions in the remainder of this section. Most of them are less
expensive but also less powerful than the Stargate. At the same
time their resources should be adequate for all but the most
demanding gateway applications.

A. Hardware Platforms

The ideal gateway should have enough processing power
and memory to handle the tasks described in Sections III-B

and III-C, persistent storage to buffer sensor measurements,
and interfaces for WSN and long-haul radios. At the same
time, it should consume very little energy in all operating
modes (active, idle, deep-sleep), provide open programming
tools, and be inexpensive.

Considering these desirable characteristics, Table VI pro-
vides a summary of the various single board computers (SBC)
we reviewed. The major drawback of the Flashlite [16] is
its lack of any low-power mode—we measured an average
current drawn of 170 mA—therefore an external power control
module (such as the PowerNut) is necessary. On the positive
side, the device boots quickly (in 1-2 seconds), the architecture
is very simple and well understood, and the built-in RS-
232 can be used to connect to various long-haul radios. The
Mod5270 [17] provides frequency scaling and its processor
is supported by GCC. On the other hand it includes an
unnecessary Ethernet connector and lacks board voltage reg-
ulation. The RCM4510W RabbitCore [18] offered by Rabbit
Semiconductor provides a wide range of power management
features (CPU frequency scaling, power regulation, amount of
on-board memory and flash) and offers a battery-backed real
time clock and an on-board 802.15.4 radio. Unfortunately, no
free compilers are available for this platform.

Moving on to more powerful (and expensive) platforms,
the Wildfire 5282 is a SBC based on the MCF5282 [15], a
more powerful Freescale Coldfire microprocessor. It includes
a socket for SD/MMC memory cards and a battery-backed
RTC that can be used to wake the system from deep sleep
mode. The Imote2 [5] from Crossbow offers low deep sleep
consumption and ample resources, it is however the most
expensive option.

The most attractive gateway platforms among the ones we
reviewed, come from Gumstix Inc. [14]. Their SBCs use
the PXA255 and PXA270 processors and some have built-in
Bluetooth radios and MMC sockets. Moreover, they support
a wide range of expansion boards that provide serial ports,
USB host ports, Wi-Fi, GPS, and expose the CPU pins.
While figures about the current drawn in deep sleep mode
are not publicly available, the current draw in idle mode is
10-20 mA at 4.5 V. The up-to-date support for Linux and a
thriving community that has embraced the Gumstix products
for robotics and networking applications make this platform
extremely attractive.

Considering the similarities between the Gumstix devices
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Fig. 10. Lifetime estimation for a 19,000 mAh battery. Data is collected
every 1 day.
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Fig. 11. Lifetime estimation for a 19,000 mAh battery. Data is collected
every 10 days.

and the Stargate, long boot times can still be an issue. On
the other hand, we believe boot times can be reduced by
customizing the Linux kernel. We plan to implement the
gateway design described in this paper to the Gumstix platform
in the near future.

B. Operating Systems

The fact that the Stargate runs Linux simplifies the sys-
tem designer’s work. Unfortunately, most of the alternative
hardware platforms do not have the resources to run Linux.
On the other hand, considering the simplicity of tasks that a
data gathering gateway has to perform, it is debatable whether
anything other than a proper set of drivers, a simple file-
system, and support for concurrency is necessary. We review
a number of alternatives next.

µC/OS-II [23] is an RTOS specifically designed for high
portability. It is written in C and provides features such as
preemptive scheduling and multitasking but it lacks dynamic
code loading. The code is publicly available and it is free
for educational use. eCOS [9] is another open source RTOS
which offers a high degree of configurability for maximum
performance. Unfortunately it does not support many of the
platforms we mentioned. Finally, FreeRTOS [10] is another
Open-Source RTOS. It has features very similar to µC/OS-II,
but is less mature and it does not support as many platforms as
µC/OS-II. In the commercial realm VxWorks [19] is a mature
and feature-rich solution.

At this point, it is unclear whether a customized version
of the Linux kernel can reach the level of energy efficiency
that some of the ’leaner’ operating systems described above
achieve. We plan to quantitatively measure the relative merits
of these alternatives as part of our future work.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have shown that completely disconnecting a gateway
from power when inactive is a promising approach for de-
ploying efficient, battery-operated gateways used in data gath-
ering applications. Some of the inefficiencies observed in our
Stargate-based prototype are the consequence of the long boot

sequence and could be removed by using a “leaner” operating
system on the gateway. We also found that cellular modems
should be used only when no other alternatives for long-haul
connectivity exist, as they are considerably less efficient than
Wi-Fi radios. On the positive side, we estimated that even
when cellular radios are used, gateways powered by high
capacity D-cell batteries that use the power-off mode can last
from hundred of days up to multiple years, depending on the
amount of data the WSN generates.

Based on our experience with this prototype we argue that
the research community should investigate alternatives to the
current high-cost, high-complexity, power-hungry gateways
deployed in testbeds today. At one extreme, motes coupled
with long-haul radios connected through a serial interface
could act as gateways. An equally important direction worthy
of further investigation is the use of simpler, low-power SBCs
such as those presented in Section V. We argue that a proper
abstraction layer, similar to what TinyOS has provided for
motes, can enable the use of a wide range of such devices as
WSN gateways.
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